ABSTRACT
The Federal-State Cooperative System, recently renamed Public Library Statistics Cooperative (PLSC), is the most comprehensive public library statistical collaborative endeavor in the United States. PLSC has published national statistics describing more than 9,200 public libraries annually since 1991.

The ready availability of such large statistical datasets has led to increasingly creative uses of these data, the most ambitious of which is the Hennen American Public Library Ratings (HAPLR). Introduced in 1999, HAPLR devises summary scores for libraries based on a eight PLSC statistical items, publishing annual rankings based on these scores. HAPLR has been generally recognized as a credible, if simplistic, measure of library performance.

However, as libraries become more knowledgeable about evaluation, the methodological bases of national ratings systems like HAPLR have come under closer scrutiny. This paper examines the methodological foundations of national library ratings and advocates responsible interpretation and use of ratings results.

Two types of statistics collected by PLSC are analogous to ‘enabling’ and ‘use’ statistics [apparently] specified in the IFLA global statistics model. They do not directly measure library quality, value, excellence, user and non-user perceptions, service outcomes and impacts, or relevance of services to community needs. Thus, composite measures (such as HAPLR and BIX) based upon these types of statistics provide only the most basic indications of library performance.

This paper discusses key methodological challenges in developing and using composite measures derived from standardized library statistics.

STANDARDIZED STATISTICS IN THE HISTORY OF STATISTICAL IDEAS
The global library statistics model developed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Institute of Statistics, International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) promises to provide a wealth of information about libraries and their contributions to their nations and societies. As statistical historian Desrosières reminds us, ambitious 21st century projects such as this one...
are built upon statistical traditions that have developed over several centuries. Arguably, the rationale for global statistics is based directly upon ideas from 17th and 18th century practices in German descriptive statistics and English political arithmetic.

Desrosières notes two milestones in the progression of statistical thinking that are pertinent to the collection and use of library statistics, and to making comparisons with these data. These milestones are the creation of equivalences and encoding. Creation of equivalences is the establishment of standard classifications to describe phenomena relevant to a nation or society – persons, groups, events, objects, industries, institutions, jurisdictions, and so on. The classification scheme emphasizes similarities between the phenomena and ignores their numerous differences. Encoding is the specification and use of definitions to assign the various phenomena to the classifications.

Library statistics and performance indicators are obvious derivative applications of these historical ideas. These foundational concepts are sources of both the strengths and weaknesses of standardized statistical data collection. Using traditional library statistics in the aggregate, as public library national ratings do, exacerbates the weaknesses inherent to these statistical collections. To a lesser extent, these weaknesses also affect more routine statistical comparisons of individual libraries. This paper will explore how the creation of equivalences and other characteristics of library statistical data reduce the accuracy and reliability of comparisons of library performance.

NATIONAL LIBRARY RATINGS SYSTEMS

Among approaches to comparing library operational statistics, public library rating systems are distinguished by their use of composite statistical scores. The rating systems presume that a summary depiction of library performance is desirable and can be accomplished by combining individual performance indicators into singular scores.

In the USA, national public library statistics are collected via the Public Library Statistics Cooperative (PLSC). Initially called the Federal-State Cooperative System, PLSC was formed in 1980 as a collaborative effort by the U.S. Department of Education, U.S. National Commission on Library and Information Science, American Library Association (ALA), state library organizations, and others. The cooperative began publishing national statistical data on an annual basis in 1991.

In 1999, American library consultant Thomas Hennen used PLSC data to create proprietary ratings of public libraries known as the Hennen American Public Li-
Hennen has produced these ratings annually and ALA published them each year until 2007. In its first two years HAPLR inspired considerable controversy among American libraries. Critics noted the small number of performance indicators used and questioned the theoretical basis for the calculation formulae. Others (including highly-rated libraries) supported HAPLR as a sound and reasonable evaluation approach. In the ensuing years the debate subsided and the annual ratings have been published annually – unabated and unchanged.

While serving as a graduate intern at the U.S. National Commission of Library and Information Science, I conducted an in-depth study of the HAPLR methodology. In the study I noted that the ratings have been faulted for lacking a clear explanation of what they were intended to measure. I also suggested that HAPLR’s intricate calculations made it impossible for libraries to determine the exact criteria by which they were being rated. Further, the rating system failed to include a clear and consistent account of the limitations of the methodology. Nor had the HAPLR system included appropriate guidance in interpreting ratings in a manner consistent with the methodology and data used.

With my colleague Keith Curry Lance (former director of the Library Research Service in Colorado) I have recently participated in the design of a new American public library national rating system called the LJ Index. Instituted by the Library Journal, the first edition of these ratings will be issued later this year. Central to LJ Index is a program of education aimed to assure that libraries understand the ratings and their methodological foundations. We do this to impress upon the library community that, regardless of their designs, library ratings are necessarily simplistic and unsophisticated assessments of library performance.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IDEOLOGY

Library ratings systems are based on traditional library statistical indicators that have been promoted as useful for assessing public library performance and effectiveness. The data are also thought to reflect quality and value. Yet, there has
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been growing dissatisfaction with library enabling (input) and use (output) statistics. For instance, Hernon and Altman concluded that these statistics are inconsequential because they:

… do not measure the library’s performance in terms of elements important to customers. They do not really describe performance or indicate whether service quality is good, indifferent, or bad.\(^7\)

Indeed, limits to the meaning and substance of traditional enabling and use measures have led to the pursuit of more convincing measures of library outcomes, impacts, and value.

Nevertheless, the main rationale for gathering information of either type – enabling and use measures, or outcome and impact measures – comes from the tenets of performance management.\(^8\) This management approach adopts a rational view of organizations and advances the collection of data that will be ‘actionable.’ Theoretically, operational statistics provide valuable feedback that will contribute directly to improved decision-making, which, in turn, will improve organizational performance. The approach, also known as results-oriented management, is central to literature on library assessment as well as to performance measurement literature in public administration, program evaluation, business excellence, and quality management.\(^9\)

In the USA in the mid-1980’s, results-oriented management was central to the program of standardized library statistics promoted by Public Library Association. This program argued that use (output) measures ‘reflect results or outcomes, the effectiveness and the extensiveness of the services delivered by the library.’ Well-managed\(^10\) libraries were expected to track the magnitudes of use statistics and to consider these data as legitimate results that library managers and stakeholders would use to monitor the progress and effectiveness of libraries. In practice if not in theory, the idea that library use statistics are synonymous with results is the predominant view among American public libraries today.

Incidentally, it is important to note that, despite claims made by its promoters, the effectiveness of results-oriented management has not been demonstrated. Cul-
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\(^8\) Another rationale for collecting statistical data is to promote the value of libraries to key stakeholders. This use assumes that library statistical data are suitable for evaluating library performance.


len has questioned whether performance measurement actually leads to performance improvement.\textsuperscript{11} Radin notes that the approach makes unrealistic and inappropriate assumptions about how organizations function.\textsuperscript{12} And both Spitzer and Grizzle recount how ‘dysfunctional’ measures commonly found in public and private sector organizations produce a variety of negative and unintended consequences.\textsuperscript{13}

**USING COMPARATIVE LIBRARY STATISTICS**

A practice central to results-oriented management is benchmarking, the use of comparative data from similar organizations to assess the performance of one’s own organization. This is a fundamental tool in both quality management and performance scorecard approaches. This tool has also been enthusiastically advanced to local governments in the form of comparative performance measurement.\textsuperscript{14}

The primary reason for acquiring comparative data is the lack of objective criteria by which local governments, libraries, and other organizations can evaluate their own performance data. Comparative data ostensibly help to ‘place local performance in context and, where major performance gaps are detected, may suggest the need for additional analysis.’\textsuperscript{15} This approach has been promoted as essential to library management and assessment.\textsuperscript{16}

Even so, library comparisons are neither straightforward nor necessarily conclusive. Poll and te Boekhorst are careful to provide numerous caveats about making comparisons using statistical indicators.\textsuperscript{17} They make repeated admonitions about interpreting comparative findings cautiously by looking for alternative explanations for measurement variances. Other proponents of comparative performance assessment acknowledge the fact that these statistics should be viewed with a certain amount of skepticism. For example, Ammons notes that localities having high


\textsuperscript{15} David N. Ammons. *Municipal Benchmarks*, 7.


\textsuperscript{17} Roswitha Poll and Peter te Boekhorst. *Measuring Quality*, 8.
performance statistics may still be neglecting particular constituent populations, and that local statistics are self-reported, unaudited, and susceptible to errors.\textsuperscript{18}

A more troubling problem with these comparisons is the imperfect methods for selecting peer organizations. Morely, Bryant, and Hatry conceded that ‘no two … jurisdictions or organizations are completely comparable. Each has unique characteristics. As a result, it is impossible to find organizations that are exactly comparable.’\textsuperscript{19}

In other words, we currently have no tools for accurately measuring organizational comparability. For this reason, benchmark comparisons, at their best, will be gross estimates. At their worst, they will be inaccurate and misleading. Presently, the library profession’s response to this problem is to advise libraries to apply their judgment and ingenuity in identifying appropriate peers for comparison purposes.

In the case of library rating systems – such as the German Library Association’s BIX ratings, HAPLR, and the new \textit{LJ} Index – this problem is magnified significantly. Rating systems assign libraries to peer groups based on simplistic and imprecise indicators such as community population or library expenditures. Beyond ignoring possibly significant imprecision in these data, this creation of equivalent classes also ignores key differences on factors such as community demographics and needs, library mission, institutional context, and others. As a result, accuracy and validity of final rankings from these systems are compromised.

HIGHER STATISTICS ARE ALWAYS BETTER

As already noted, there are no objective criteria for evaluating library statistical indicators. This lack was identified by Altman in her description of a classic public library performance study in the 1970’s:

The project team was philosophically opposed to the practice of standard comparisons [of libraries by means of enabling or use measures] because of the arbitrary way in which they were set and the general lack of care used in making the comparisons. Had we taken it upon ourselves to pronounce that certain numbers were ‘good’ or ‘bad,’ we, too, would have been rightly accused of being arbitrary … The study team felt strongly … that each library staff should decide for themselves whether the findings for that library were acceptable in terms of performance expectations.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{18} David N. Ammons. \textit{Municipal Benchmarks}.
\textsuperscript{19} Elaine Morley et al., \textit{Comparative Performance Measurement}, 6.
More than three decades later, we still rely on this inadequate solution to a difficult problem. Libraries are advised to avoid automatically interpreting higher statistical indicators as reflections of better performance, and lower statistical indicators as signals of poor performance. Beyond this, libraries receive no further guidelines for drawing final conclusions from statistical comparisons. As a result, they have only their own ingenuity to apply to this task.

Library rating systems, however, are exempt from any obligation to interpret comparative statistics judiciously. Instead, the algorithms used by these systems assume that higher statistical data unequivocally indicate better performance. Without this assumption, comparative rating scores could not be calculated at all. Yet, this methodological compromise weakens the meaningfulness of library ratings as measures of performance.

**ALL LOANS ARE NOT EQUAL; ALL VISITS ARE NOT EQUIVALENT**

Holt and Elliot (2003) maintain that ‘All circulations [loans] are not equal’ and ‘All visitations do not represent equal consumption of services or equal value to the library customer.’ To this we can add that all materials of a given format (books, video recordings, electronic resources, and so on) also are not equal. Approaching this idea from the user perspective, Kyrillidou observes that ‘perceived quality as judged by the user does not relate to the extensiveness of resources or activities in a library.’ As already noted, extensiveness (counts) of materials and services communicate little about the relevance, quality, value, content, complexity, or other significant characteristics of library services and resources.

These observations are direct challenges to the legitimacy of the traditional equivalences upon which public library statistics have been based for more than a century. Nevertheless, public library national rating schemes add, subtract, divide, and otherwise combine these numbers without regard for the homogenized (to use Desrosières’ term) nature of the data. Both individual comparisons and aggregate comparisons, the latter in the form of library ratings, overlook key details of the actual phenomena that library statistics represent. For this reason library comparisons based on standard statistical data are quite limited in meaning.

Beyond statistical definitions that homogenize data, traditional library statistics do not tap more sophisticated dimensions such as library mission, collection quali-
ty, match between services and community needs, contribution to community quality of life, and so on – characteristics necessary to make judgments about library performance, merit, excellence, and value. Again, this lessens the significance of library statistical comparisons and summary rating systems based on these.

**INTERPRETING MEASURED CONSTRUCTS**

A crucial step in utilizing library statistics is the interpretation of the ultimate meaning of the measures (as opposed to the meanings of magnitudes that measures might take on). In this task libraries are again left to their own devices to decipher what the measures might mean. Certainly, libraries can avail themselves of measurement approaches prescribed in library assessment literature, such as assessments of service quality, quality management, and performance scorecards. However, these approaches provide limited guidance in drawing inferences from library statistical measures. Nevertheless, drawing these inferences is a crucial step in the overall assessment process. Each step in the process – from conceptualizing assessment questions, designing measurement tools, collecting and analyzing data, to formulating conclusions – needs to be performed carefully to assure the quality of assessment results.

Let us consider how this inference generally occurs in a typical library assessment effort. As an example, I suggest one library indicator from the global statistics model developed by IFLA, the UNESCO Institute of Statistics, and ISO – seats per capita. Interpreted literally, this indicator is a measure of the amount of physical seating capacity in a library divided by population counts. More abstractly, the indicator can be seen as a reflection of a library’s commitment to promoting accessibility to information resources. It could also be evidence that a library fosters in-house utilization of materials, accommodates disabled or elderly patrons, or strives to portray library buildings as comfortable and welcoming locations. Most abstractly, seating capacity may be viewed as a singular indicator among a larger set of indicators that, together, reflect a more generic library attribute one might call ‘overall performance.’

By means of this example, we see that, for each individual statistical indicator, a small set of possible interpretations can be derived (presuming that only reasonable inferences are to be considered). Further, these interpretations can vary from concrete to abstract. With library ratings, however, the process of associating individual indicators with various concepts is sidestepped. When library statistical data are combined into single summary scores, these scores are perceived as measures of a single, if somewhat vague, concept of overall library performance. Even if we were to qualify this perception by asserting that performance is multifaceted (as reflected in the component statistics used in formulating ratings), the format of single-score ratings still implies that they measure a unitary attribute of
libraries. It is tempting to describe this summative attribute using terms like quality, excellence, effectiveness, or value. However, as stated already, standard statistical data fail to tap key library dimensions necessary for representing these more sophisticated concepts. For this reason we should avoid using these terms in this context.

Library ratings exemplify the concept that Desrosières called encoding, mentioned in the introduction of this paper. The equivalence class is overall library performance and its definition is the formulas utilized by the ratings. These formulas utilize some, but not all, of the available library statistical indicators. When these selected indicators are summarized into a single score, again, certain details of interest are included while others are excluded.

This leaves us with the question of what library ratings actually mean? That is, what generic concepts are represented by the specific selections of library indicators used in public library rating systems? I suggest that the library assessment community can play an important role in guiding libraries in answering this question. And I believe that this task can be facilitated by exploring measurement practices in social and behavioral science research. A basic understanding of these research protocols should help libraries understand the importance of interpreting data carefully and systematically. It should also provide libraries with a greater appreciation of the complexity of the measurement process, itself.

Babbie describes social science measurement as involving the sequence shown in Figure 1. First, an initial research concept or construct is identified, for instance, customer satisfaction. Then, a nominal definition is established based upon consensus among professional expertise in the field being studied. From this, a more specific definition stating precisely what data will be gathered as measures of the concept. Next, after a measurement tool is developed and tested, it is used to obtain measurements from a real-world setting.

In social science research, the initial research construct is also referred to as a latent variable. This designation signifies that the construct cannot be observed directly. Instead, only perceptible phenomena considered to be evidence of the ex-
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istence of the unobservable construct can be measured. Due to both the complexity of the construct and its inherent unobservability, multiple indicators are usually required to assure that an adequate reflection of the underlying phenomenon is obtained.

Once data are collected and analyzed, researchers then draw inferences from the operational measures in order to make statements about underlying construct(s). Thus, this process requires moving between abstract constructs, their more intermediate meanings, and the operational (more concrete) measures. Patterns and relationships detected in and among these measures are proposed as reflections of patterns and relationships existing in and among the latent variables, that is, the concepts being studied (for example, customer satisfaction, service quality, user attitudes, and so on).

This type of measurement process is implied, but not explained, in popular approaches to performance measurement in library assessment and management literature, such as quality management, business excellence, and balanced scorecards. As a result, linkages between data collected and relevant performance concepts (constructs) – and vice versa – are not nearly as straightforward as these approaches suggest. Our task is to bring these methodological ideas to bear on library assessment practice so that conclusions drawn from performance data will be sound, justifiable, and appropriate.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

As the availability of national and international library statistics increases, use of the data for comparing libraries is inevitable. Library statisticians may well experiment with regional, national, or international library rating systems. In preparation for this possibility, the library assessment community should help libraries understand the problems inherent to these comparative exercises. Since we lack adequate methods for identifying peer libraries, and standard data collection is characterized by both homogenization and inevitable imprecision of data, libraries need to be advised of the importance of interpreting ratings results cautiously. The same is true for comparisons of individual libraries with each other.

Given the significant methodological limitations of aggregate library ratings, one might ask why these ratings should be designed and published at all? I suggest that the ratings can be useful for showcasing libraries and drawing attention to the need for further information about library value and effectiveness. Library ratings are best viewed as contests rather than as rigorous measurement exercises. With contests, it is quite legitimate to accept arbitrary restrictions as conditions necessary for conducting the competition. As long as libraries and library stakeholders are educated about these methodological compromises, then ratings scores can be recognized as simplistic, broad-brush feedback about library performance. While some libraries may take pride in scoring very well in these limited ratings, the ex-
exercise may inspire all libraries to pursue more sophisticated evaluation measures to describe and help improve their performance.